
10.3 – GENE POOLS AND SPECIATION 

DEFINITIONS 

Species = A group of organisms capable of breeding to produce fertile offspring 

Population = A group of organisms of the same species living in the same place at the same time 

Gene pool = All the genes/alleles present in a population  

Evolution = Change in the allele frequencies (heritable characteristics) of a population over time  

Speciation = When evolution/natural selection leads to a new species being formed  

   Often requires isolation (stopping breeding between different populations) 

 

SPECIATION 

There are several types of isolation that can divide populations:  

1. Geographic = population split by a physical factor (ex. Mountains, rivers, distance)  

2. Behavioral = populations split by behavior 

o For example, different mating behaviors (bird songs, etc.) or pheromones  

3. Temporal = populations split by reproducing at different times of day/year  

o Organisms awake only a night never mate with those only awake during the day 

 

Based on these types of isolation, there are two main ways that new species can evolve: 

1. Allopatric speciation happens when populations are physically separated 

o Because of geographical isolation 

2. Sympatric speciation happens when populations are in the same place 

o Because of behavioral or temporal isolation, etc. 

o Example of sympathetic speciation in plants: 

 Sometimes, a mistake in fertilization or nondisjunction means that 

organisms get an extra chromosome 

i. This usually kills animals, but can just make plants larger 

ii. Having three or more copies of each chromosome is called 

Polyploidy   (instead of haploid or diploid) 

 Chromosome number helps define a species so polyploidy causes speciation  

i. Allium plants have speciated many times by becoming polyploid 



 

TYPES OF SELECTION 

Evolution usually requires “selection”, which can include ‘natural selection’ or ‘artificial selection’ 

 

There are three main ways selection can affect a characteristic in a population: 

1. Directional selection: When one “extreme” of a characteristic is selected for and has a 

higher chance of surviving than the other “extreme” 

o Ex) Selection for bigger beaks in finches during a drought 

      (so average beaks get bigger) 
. 

2. Stabilizing selection: Selection against extremes of variation  

o Ex) Selection against very high and low birth weights  

       (so babies are not born too big or too small) 
. 

3. Disruptive selection: Selection for both extremes in a population (but against average )  

o Ex) Selection for smaller and bigger beaks (often for specialization) 

       (so big and small beaks become common, but middle-sized ones become rare) 
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SPEED OF EVOLUTION 

 

Depending on the conditions, evolution can happen slowly or quickly: 

1. Gradualism = Evolution is slow at a constant speed 

o Small changes steadily add up over long times until new species evolve 

o This often happens in stable environments 

. 

2. Punctuated Equilibrium = Evolution pauses for long times, then happens quickly 

o Organisms are well-adapted and only evolve in fast periods of change  

o Evolution often happens quickly during times of environmental change  

 

 

 

 


